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Vanadium emerges from the shadows
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Is vanadium set to be the next star of the booming global battery market?
The metal, traditionally used as a material to strengthen steel, has made a
comeback in the past two years as demand has re-emerged.
Prices for the metal have soared since July, continuing a rapid rise that
started in early 2016.
China has again been the major driver of this price surge, with its iron and
steel institute proposing to increase the amount of vanadium required in
construction steel, boosting demand and consumption of the metal, as well
as its value.
Prices for vanadium were almost twice the value they started the year by
September. This increase followed vanadium also doubling in value during
2016, ending a multi-year decline where the metal almost fell into obscurity.
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industry. It is, however, the metal’s use in energy storage batteries that has
sparked a wave of activity at early-stage vanadium projects, both in Australia
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and internationally.
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The battery potential for vanadium is what project developers are hoping will
make the current improvement in prices sustainable beyond this year’s spike that has been generated by the steel industry.
Vanadium flow batteries, which are up to the size of shipping containers, can be used to store power for renewable sources of energy. They are recognised
for their ability to smooth out peaks and troughs in power to make the supply more reliable.
ASX-listed junior Australian Vanadium is planning to time the development of its high-grade Gabanintha vanadium project in Western Australia to supply the
rising market for the metal.
Australian Vanadium managing director Vincent Algar said emerging opportunities in the battery market were adding new incentives for vanadium companies
now that optimism has returned to the sector following several difficult years.
“If you look at the long-term price of vanadium it had been in the doldrums or well below the long-term average for three to five years,” Algar told Australian
Mining.
“That slope and that sustained low has led to quite a lot of production cutbacks around the world. That’s led to the situation now where demand has been
growing in the steel space and in the Chinese rebar space, which is a governing factor in the price environment.
“While that has been ticking along we have the situation where production has actually tapered back and you have a deficit situation.”
Growing Gabanintha
Australian Vanadium’s Gabanintha project near Meekatharra has emerged into one of the country’s standout vanadium prospects.
The company joins ASX-listed counterparts Atlantic, Neometals, TNG and King River Copper as developers of vanadium projects in Australia.
Algar is not only bullish about the possible timing of the project’s development to supply future demand, but also the site’s tonnage, high-grade resource and
its proximity to quality infrastructure.
He said the company planned to supply both the vanadium battery market and steel industry with production from Gabanintha, if the operation receives final
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approval for development.
“We are taking a more traditional approach (at Gabanintha), which is a high-grade vanadium deposit where you can rely on a single commodity’s value,”
Algar said.
“There are different options, but none of them are cheap in terms of development. In a rising market where you have relationships with key players, however,
you can really take advantage of that.
“The underlying importance of any mining project of a relative size and scale is access to infrastructure – location is very important.”
Australian Vanadium released a resource upgrade for Gabanintha in September, with an updated measured, indicated and inferred mineral resource of 179.6
million tonnes (Mt) at 0.75 per cent V2O5. The upgrade included a measured and indicated mineral resource of 35.5Mt grading 0.75 per cent V2O5.
This updated estimation is a 96 per cent increase in the overall resource compared to a 2015 estimation.
Australian Vanadium’s next priority at Gabanintha is to confirm the metallurgical and economic elements of the project, while also expanding the company’s
understanding of vanadium electrolyte production and vanadium flow batteries.

Vincent Algar and Daniel Harris from Australian Vanadium

Burgeoning battery market
Australian Vanadium promotes the application of vanadium in energy-storage batteries through subsidiary, VSUN Energy, which uses vanadium redox flow
batteries to create a renewable energy storage solution for consumers.
Algar said it had, however, been a challenge to educate a marketplace consumed with the rise of another battery metal – lithium.
He said lithium had rightfully been cemented in the market for its value in the battery sector, but vanadium’s place should not be overlooked.
“We think VSUN is helping us with the promotion of the capabilities of vanadium as a storage product, but it is up against a juggernaut,” Algar said.
“You have to really seek to differentiate it, look for the good stories and try to educate people.”
Algar believes mining companies involved in the vanadium sector need to work together to grow awareness of the applications of the “relatively unknown
mineral”.
“We are really into the long- term benefits of what a very large-scale energy storage is about,” Algar said.
“There’s real payback in us pushing that industry forward and it also diversifies the market for you. You have the situation where the vanadium market is very
hooked in with steel, so it rises and falls with steel.
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“If you can create a diversification, then you also have the opportunity for vanadium to be involved in something different that isn’t driven by the same
parameters, which is very good for the producers of vanadium.”
Achieving diversification in the vanadium industry would provide two distinct markets for producers of the metal – with energy “a great market to be locked
into”’ next to the steel industry, Algar concluded.
This article also appears in the October edition of Australian Mining.
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HardWorker Has anyone checked to see how the Prime Ministers Tax Haven
Companies are doing these days?
Adani faces tax haven criticism in new report · 10 hours ago

HardWorker That also applies to the Service and Project Contractors, they all
need to present their Resource capabilities at the beginning of the Tender Process,
part of that is to show the breadth of their...
Mining industry takes job growth top spot in SEEK report · 10 hours ago

Saxton Job advertisement and actual recruitment have not been at parity due to
over advertisement of the few contract jobs. Other problem with mining data is that
labor hire companies advertise for mining...
Mining industry takes job growth top spot in SEEK report · 2 days ago

crustyFIFO I wonder what the result of a similar tax haven research on a renewable
energy company, like Vestas or First Solar, might uncover? Much of the same I
suspect.
Adani faces tax haven criticism in new report · 1 week ago

FIFO69 Wow, anti-coal activist group IEEFA and their anti-coal activist director
(who pretends to be an unbiased financial expert) downbeat on adani
Adani faces tax haven criticism in new report · 1 week ago
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Fortescue has set another record at its iron ore operations by lowering production costs
even further
Fortescue sets production costs record - Australian Mining
australianmining.com.au

Fortescue Metals Group has delivered another cash production costs record in the
September quarter at its iron ore operations in the Pilbara.
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BHP has donated rail track to a WA school for training purposes as part of its plan to
double apprenticeships in the Pilbara region
BHP donates 53m of rail track to boost training focus - Australian Mining
australianmining.com.au

BHP has donated 53 metres of rail track to a Western Australian school in the
Pilbara to help provide its students with real life skills and training in rail installation.
View on Facebook · Share
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